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Killing Your Liberties With Laws

2016-05-30 09:29:09 By Mahatma Muhjesbude

Here it is my fellow American Patriots. This is IT! The Big One. This is the unholy fulfillment of what I
had prophesied for years.

It is the detonator on the improvised explosive anti-constitutional legislative multiple warhead device
that Obama regime had been constructing for years, to eventually achieve ambush style lightning
effectiveness with a devastating roadside bombing of the 2nd/Amendment and its free armed
citizenry.

Its purpose is to usurp the U.S. Constitutionally guaranteed actionable right of a country founded by
the People, for the People, and of the People, and their absolute right to remove an out of control
regime by threat of superior citizen’s physical force if necessary.

This is so it will be much easier later on to marginalize the people’s individual and collective power
under threat of incarceration until it is severely diminished, in order to then swiftly and permanently
abrogate our 2nd Amendment, and then finally, the Constitution itself.

It was introduced in relative stealth and surreptitious format without any news or fanfare into the
bloated bowels of our Legislation less than a week ago on May 16 by Chucky ‘Cheese’ Schumer and his
co-conspirator anti-constitutionalists Bloomberg, Gillibrand, Murphy, et al.

It is called Senate Bill 2934 or the “Fix Gun Checks Act of 2016”. Notice the clever deceptive wording.
Nothing mentioning ‘background’ check words, that would start sparks flying. They knew they’d get
immediate blockage if they called it a “Universal Background Check Act” so there is nothing implying
more dreaded gun control.

Just the brain programming that it’s nothing more than a badly needed “fix” to make what we already
had better. Just a little something to keep people from slipping through the NICS’s cracks during the
waiting period and all? Title I of the S.2934 says: “ensuring that all individuals who should be
prohibited from buying a gun are listed in the National Instant Criminal Background Check System”.
Sounds innocuous enough…

Until you read S.2934 closely. Further down and likely missed by quick scan readers, Title II of the bill
says “requiring a background check FOR EVERY firearm sale”. That means ALL firearms sales.
Commercial AND PRIVATE transactions!

This means Chucky Cheese didn’t really want to pursue this until after the election or right before it if
it looked like the totalitarian leftist Party was a shoe-in against Trump. Otherwise he might have
risked his seat by showing his dirty anti-2/A colors too obviously in the home stretch. But the way this
bill was slipped in, with nary an MSM yip or a yap, is not co-incidental by any stretch.

Most followers of either party will usually simply vote a straight ticket. So there’s a good chance if the
candidate wins, the Republicans may lose the House and almost certainly the Senate. So they pushed
Schumer to make the move to get the bill moving ahead of time, shorting their bet. They want to be
poised to strike to the jugular fast as soon as their POTUS candidate is sworn in to mitigate any
opposition from gaining momentum when they drop the Statutory Sledge Hammer down.
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Paying the Liberty Hit Man

Some of you who at least pay attention somewhat to the world
outside of your own special comfort zone, may have recently been shocked at the quickly censored
news revelation the other day.

The current government spent over two TRILLION—and that’s not a typo-- on bureaucratic
administrative mandates, initiatives, orders, rules and procedures last year alone for their staffing
and implementation only to establish more control over the population without having to go through
Congress for real laws!

Literally thousands of new laws of dubious merit and little pragmatic value were created and put in
operation by agency bureaucrats with fully punishable by fines and even jail time if violated, just in
the 2nd term of this regime!

According to Law Professor John Baker who says: “…thanks to an overabundance of 4,500 plus federal
crimes and 400,000 rules and regulations, it is estimated that the average American actually commits
up to three felonies a day, without knowing it!”

And, of course, the Gun Confiscators are falling in full lock step with this anti-Constitutional asset of
irresponsible illegal Fiat lawmaking to complete their agenda.

So how many times do I have to say it? As many times as it takes for enough people to get it to make
a proactive difference.

Because controlling and disarming the citizenry for eventual Hunger Games style government by
keeping permanent punishments restricting gun ownership for crimes even after time, is served and
law abiding rehabilitation into society again is accomplished, and it was the greatest oppressive hoax
ever perpetrated on the American Free People.

Permanent life-long punishment for even a single isolated criminal mistake in your life is a
contraindication of all advanced social evolution. And to this day I still hear intelligent, educated, and
concerned persons say frighteningly stupid moronic statements like ”but some people just shouldn’t
have guns, right?” WRONG!

That might sound sophomorically acceptable but the reality is something else that almost nobody
notices until it’s too late. The statement should be corrected that some people shouldn’t be
entertaining the emotional content of doing something very bad in society, and if not contained
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continue on to commit a crime. And that’s a behavioral issue, not a logistics or supply issue, and has
nothing to do with the crime tool implementation.

Unless you are a pathetic moron you by now know that gun control does not work at all. Period.
Never did, never will. It NEVER once in all the history of crime prevented a determined criminal from
getting one. Because criminals don’t subscribe to any form of government control unless they are
physically forced to.

So any gun restriction laws are not only a waste of our valuable time and money, but are of highly
suspicious nature in relationship to out of control government untrustworthiness.

Agenda based gun control pseudo-logic additionally opens a Pandora’s Box of potential abuse by
authoritarian control in all future existentialism. Which was already in preview with Mayor
Bloomberg’s outrageous totalitarian control freak tyranny not too long ago in the Big Apple by
attempting a ban on how much soda pop we can drink!

What’s next, banning how many Big Macs we can munch? How much caffeine drugs we can purchase?
How about a Copulation Tax if you produce children? Everybody should know by now that they are
relentless in their control freakishness? Thinking I’m over the top, are ya?

The Take Down, Choke, and Tap Out of Your Guns

Because if you’re oblivious to this and don’t mind sliding a little down the now well “KY JELLIED” slope,
the insidious tertiary mandate in this S.2934 “Fix Things” Bill has an additional little surprise for all
you “comfort zoners”.

Buried further down in this testament from hell is in section 103 (a)(36)-(b) in a subordinate clause on
“adjudication” of mentally unfit persons who can no longer have firearms, is the definition of who
else, besides a judge, can summarily deny your due process rights and determine you unqualified to
have a gun under penalty of law, and what they can actually base their criteria on for determining
that someone is too “mentally defective” to have a firearm.

Read it, and be very afraid:

{The term ‘adjudicated as a mental defective’ shall--} “include an order by a court, board,
commission(?), or ‘other lawful’(??) authority that a person in response to mental incompetency, or
marked subnormal intelligence (???), be compelled to receive services—including counseling,
medication, or testing, to determine compliance with prescribed medications…”

Wow, I guess that says it all, doesn’t it? Of course the ATF with the form 4473 has been “setting us up”
for this a long time now. The fact that one out of every three persons in America are diagnosable with
some sort of issue of subnormal emotional content or abnormal psychology doesn’t help. Other
countries already require psychological testing to determine if you are qualified to have a gun. This
oppressive agenda is salivating at the thought?

Go ahead, pretend it won’t, then be true that when you go to renew your National I.D. Card (2005 Real
I.D. Act), face recognition driver’s license, and that a station won’t be set up to test you for your
“ability” to legally have a firearm.

Since self-protection is an inalienable right no matter what device or tool or weapon we use, it cannot
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be violated with a life sentence for isolated incidents of bad social behavior, unless the act or crime
itself was so egregious that the perpetrator himself must be permanently removed from society.
Which then is automatically exclusive of any other tools/weapons facilitating their violence.

If you exhibit anti-social behavioral problems to the point of actually physically harming others, then
YOU should be banned from society for a time deemed appropriate to the public safety solution.

NOT the type of offense laws that Governor Christie just vetoed, which allowed Police to summarily
confiscate your firearms if they merely believe that you might be about to commit domestic violence!
Even though you didn’t actually commit a crime yet! Shades of “Minority Report” thought control! But
why NOT err on the side of caution when it comes to saving human lives?

Well, Virginia…because the danger of a government taking advantage of our misperceptions has been
proven time and again throughout history. They are always corrupt and will only get worse, not
better. Any perceived notion of gun control efficacy is simply a pipe dream. The danger of the G using
this to enslave us far outweighs any specious perception of good.

If you want to really keep guns out of incorrigible lifelong criminals, keep their currently violent
out-of- control hands from touching any weapons by keeping sociopaths locked up until there can be
little doubt they will not be revolving doored soon into society, way before they are satisfactorily
rehabilitated. Not anything else.

And certainly not violating the current law abiding citizens right to protection and privacy, instead.

Get Your Mind Straight Before They Do It for You

There must be a clear understanding concerning this by everybody before things like social
criminology reform can ever be achieved.
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While it’s true that our broken criminal justice system is almost to a point of being completely
dysfunctional, we can’t repair a “criminal prison planet” while at the same time having laws that keep
creating permanent outcasts from society, resulting in a bizarre caste system of subjugated
subcultures.

And before you “over the top trolls” launch your missiles at me, just do some reality research to check
out the real reason for the ’68 Gun Control Act, and the sinister motives for Johnson-and even Nixon
to set this permanent felony gun possession fraud in motion along with a war on drugs.

Never were any of these so-called gun control laws intended to provide any form of public safety,
because technically that’s impossible. And they know it. They laugh at all of us who swallowed that
bullshit hook, line, and sinker. But it’s time get a social law revolution going if the execution of our
liberty can be postponed, at least, for four years, in November?

Because we must eventually repeal ALL gun control laws with no exceptions and make it illegal to
attempt to make them again. This is the only way to stem the rising red tide of oppression without
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having a civil war bloodbath that nobody will win, assuming it would not be extremely crushed in its
nascent production. Starting with the 1934 NFA, The ’68 GCA, and The Brady Bill. Then repeal all these
other super expensive enslavement laws.

Think about it. With TWO freaking trillion dollars a year extra no longer wasted on absolutely useless
freedom killing laws, we could build an institutional system that can group all severely mentally ill
persons from society and actually give them humane rehabilitating care, without making the rest of
us subject to becoming political gun ownership prohibited sub-citizens whenever their agenda
requires it.

And we’d really have a much safer public society. So how do we counter attack?

Let’s Have a “Jeffersonian Revolution”?

I know that all the Molon-Labe types are already “up in arms” on any intrusion of our private
freedoms, and loudly call for defense of our Constitutional values against determined destruction of
our Bill of Rights—at least from the comfort and security of their armchairs.

So why, then, are these totalitarians still out flanking free Americans and taking higher ground? Are
they not even experiencing a modicum of trepidation at the idea of waking up the sleeping giant bad
dog of a million AR-15 toting, locked and loaded, American minute men and women storming the
Capital to tar and feathering the traitors out of town?

But this new stealth universal gun registration bill will be the point of no return if it gets passed. Then
all they have to do is tweak the administrative other authority laws to bypass Senate and House
legislators as planned, to make all kinds of potential revolutionary dissidents a criminal or other such
adjudicated unsuitable person to have firearms who then becomes unauthorized for life to have a
gun. And voila, target focused mass disarmament and immediate confiscations!

And all your bravado and trash talking shit won’t mean a thing. There’s even a slick remedy in this bill
to take care of all you “hold outs” who say to the Confiscation Officers that their guns were lost or
stolen. Because if you don’t have a police report to that effect, guess what? You violated the 48-hour
reporting rule! Punishable by arrest.

Thomas Jefferson ran for POTUS against the Federalists. Which if you study the history, was a similar
problem to what we have between political parties today. He rallied the common folk and won, and
they called it The Jeffersonian Revolution.

We need another one now. Just this morning I heard Donald Trump giving speech in North Dakota
and astoundingly…he actually said the word “totalitarian” in describing the excessive overreach of
government bureaucracy and their out-of-control laws!

I almost became misty eyed with gratitude, hope, and appreciation. But for someone like me that’s
not a viable option in response.

Do…or Die?

Instead I’ve already dedicated time out of every day of my life from now until November to help
American revolutionary election forces defeat the nowadays Federalists. It really IS that important.
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I hope others immediately join our Jeffersonian Revolution in the war on oppression by coming out to
vote and getting others to join us. Everything in our lives as we once knew it…is critically at stake. Our
beloved visionary framers would be proud. And your progeny will forever be grateful.

But ONLY five months left to save and preserve American freedoms—or suffer total enslavement.
Some say this is the most important election in our lives.

While relaxing and enjoying your holiday these days, please try to at least take a solemn minute to
consider how much the high cost of American Freedom is worth to you?

And how so many of our best gave some, and how some…gave all… for our Liberty. Then make your
decision. Are you really an American Patriot? Or Not?

This article has been written by Mahatma Muhjesbude for Survivopedia.
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